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FILE 30, DATA COVARIANCES OBTAINED FROM PARAMETER 

CO VARIANCES AND SENSITIVITIES 

1. General Description 

File 30 is provided as a means of describing the covanances of tabulated cross sections, 

multiplicities, and energy-angle distributions that result from propagating die covariances of a set of 

underlying parameters (for example, the input parameters of a nuclear-model code), using an 

evaluator-supplied set of parameter covariances and sensitivities. Whenever nuclear data are 

evaluated primarily through the application of nuclear models, the covariances of die resulting data 

can be described very adequately, and compactly, by specifying the covariance matrix for the 

underlying nuclear parameters, along with a set of sensitivity coefficients giving the rate of change 

of each nuclear datum of interest with respect to each of the model parameters. Although motivated 

primarily by these applications of nuclear theory, use of File 30 is not restricted to any one particular 

evaluation methodology. It can be used to describe data covariances of any origin, so long as they 

can be formally separated into a set of parameters with specified covariances and a set of data 

sensitivities. 

The .ieed for a covariance format of this type became clear in connection with the R-matrix 

analysis of the ENDF/B-VI light-element standards. The key parameters here are the parameters of a 

few high-energy resonances in the relevant compound »y«»ems. Another area where this format is 

expected to find early application is in representing the covariances of cross sections and 

secondary-particle emission spectra and angular distributions due to neutron interactions in the 

0.1-20 MeV range, when the data are obtained primarily from the optical model and 

statistical-preequilibrium theory. Relevant parameters here include the optical parameters, 

level-density prescription, preequilibrium matrix elements, and gamma-ray strength functions. 

It is shown below that multigroup averages of parameter sensitivities are identical to the 

parameter sensitivities of the corresponding multigroup data. It is the latter that are actually needed 

in most applications. (See Section 4.) To take maximum advantage of this equivalence, 
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sensitivity information is represented in Hie 30 in a format that is as close as possible to the format 

for the actual data, so that the sensitivities can be retrieved and integrated by processing codes with 

the least possible modification. 

It should be emphasized that File 30 is nci intended as a repository for complete "evaluations 

of parameters." In fact, to limit die bulk of the files and to minimize processing costs, evaluators are 

encouraged to reduce (if possible) die number of parameters and the number of sensitivities per 

parameter to the minimum necessary to describe data uncertainties of practical importance. In 

defining die format for File 30, no attempt is made to pre-judge die parameter definitions or types of 

nuclear theory that may be most appropriate or useful. Discussion of such points is obviously 

encouraged in the printed documentation, but die format itself is deliberately kept totally general. 

One advantage of this generality is diat die results of a wide variety of evaluation methodologies can 

be described using a single format As discussed in Section 3. below, this generality also 

facilitates various mathematical operations, such as diagonalizing die parameter ccvariance matrix. 

Definitions 

In the context of File 30 die word "sensitivity" is defined as the derivative of an evaluated 

quantity, call it a, with respect to die logarithm of one of the parameters, ax, 

o'i - do/d(ln a{) - ax do Id a^ . (1) 

An advantage of employing such derivatives is that &x is expressed in exacdy the same units as 

a, whether it be an actual cross section or a distribution (energy distribution, angle distribution, 

double-differential quantity, etc.). This means, among odier tilings, than integrations over energy 

and angle can be performed with minimal changes in multigroup processing codes. The use of 

derivatives with respect to die logaridims of the parameters also meshes nicely with die use of relative 

parameter-covariance matrices, as shown below in Eq. (7) 

As discussed in detail in Section 2.1. below, a subsection of one section of File 30 is 

employed to store die sensitivities of die data in one section (called the referenced section) of a file 
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elsewhere in the material of interest 

It should be emphasized that normally there will not be a direct, one-to-one correspondence 

between the energy or angular grid in a subsection of File 30 and mat used in die referenced section. 

This follows from die fact that die derivatives in File 30 are not actually die derivatives of individual 

data values. Rather, the collection of data in one such subsection should form an adequate 

representation of the energy-and angle-dependence of the relevant derivative function, making 

effective use of die standard interpolation laws. 

File 30 does not permit die representation of the uncertainty in independent variables (the 

floating-point numbers mat define the energy and angle grids of an ENDF/B section). This would 

seriously complicate the calculation of the uncertainty in averaged quantities, as discussed below. 

Further, if a is thought of as die output of a model calculation, quantities such as die incident energy 

or outgoing angle are specified by die model-code user and have no meaningful uncertainty. In 

addition. File 30 may not be used to represent uncertainty of any integer, nor die unceminty of 

stand-alone (untabulated) quantities that affect energy or angle grids, such as masses, Q-values, and 

die boundaries of energy ranges. Thus, it is understood that die data fields normally used to store 

probability information (cross sections, multiplicities, or normalized distributions) are used in File 30 

to record sensitivity information, but mat other quantities have standard (MF*30) ENDF/B 

definitions. 

Treatment of Various Data Types 

Following die general guidelines stated above, subsections of File 30 describing cross-section 

<ss opposed to multiplicity or distribution) sensitivities would have die same mechanical structure as 

sections of File 3. Of course, since sensitivities are derivatives, many more negative numbers would 

appear in the floating-point data fields than one normally expects to see in File 3. (One can treat v 

data in File 1 in the same way as cross sections.) 

Some interesting points arise with respect to distributions, for example tabulated data in File 4 

for elastic scattering. If the derivatives of die normalized angular distribution p(6) with respect to a 
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given parameter are large, they should be described in a subsection with (MFSEN.MTSEN) = (4,2). 

Note that since p(0) is normalized to unity by definition, die angle integral of the sensitivities (equal to 

the parameter-derivative of the angle integral) should be zero. A second important aspect of the use 

of two separate functions to build the actual desired data is that, in order to buiid the corresponding 

sensitivities, the chain rule is employed. For example, the differential elastic cross section y(8) 

(barns/steradian) at angle 6 is formed as a product, 

y(6) - da/dfl « a p(6) , (2) 

so that 

fry(e)/aaj = a dpipy/d^ + p(6) do/dat . (3) 

Multiplying both sides of Eq. (3) by at, and recalling die notation of Eq. (1), one gets, 

Yi(*) - cr p'j(e) + cfj p(6). (4) 

Eq. (4) shows, then, how the sensitivity y'j(6) is constructed from die data in two different 

subsections (o*j and p'j) of a section of File 30, plus data (o and p) from Files 3 and 4, respectively. 

The generalizations needed to treat three or more separate factors are obvious. 

Both to reduce the bulk and to reduce processing costs, evaluators should simply omit 

reference to sections in the main evaluation that exhibit little sensitivity to a given parameter. Such 

omissions will be treated as if zeroes had been entered explicitly. For example, if the angular 

distributions are omitted from File 30, then the first term on the right in Eq. (4) will be omitted. 

Just as one is permitted to employ a Legendre representation of p(8) in File 4, one is permitted 

in File 30 to use a Legendre expansion to represent r/|(6). In fact, if it reduces the size of the files, it 

is preferable to use Legendre moments for p'j(8), even if p(9) itself is given in tabular form. As 
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mentioned above p'j(8) must integrate to zero, so the magnitude of the implied zero-th Legendre 

moment of p'j(8) is zero, not unity. These considerations of File 4-typc sensitivities can be extended 

in an obvious way to treat neutron spectra in File 5, isomer-ratios in File 9, photon-production 

multiplicities in File 12, fission-product yields, etc.). 

No fundamental new problems are introduced by considering double-differential data, as 

represented in File 6. In that case, p becomes a function p(E',6) of both the final energy and angle of 

die outgoing particle. The only complication that this adds is that p\ in Eq. (4), for example, is also 

doubly differential, p'j = p'j(E',6). It is conceivable that p'j(E'.O) for some parameter »-'11 exhibit 

more severe angle-energy correlations than p(E',6) itself, so it is permitted to represent the emission 

sensitivities for a given reaction in File-6 format in File 30, even though the angle and energy 

distributions for that reaction are given separately in Files 4 and 5. In this case, the entry MFSEN=6 

in the File-30 dictionary really points to both File 4 and File 5 in die main evaluation. Since the File-6 

type matrix information will in general occupy more space than die approximate treatment in Files 4 

and 5, this option should be exercised orly on those parameters (i.e., in those sections) where it is 

crucial. 

Multigrouped Sensitivities 

Multigroup operations on the data in an evaluation can be summarized as the performance of 

certain weighted integrations over incident energy, secondary particle type, secondary energy, and 

secondary angle. Although these operations are very complicated, there is no commonality between 

the variables (or limits) of integration and the nuclear-model parameters of concern in File 30. One 

can take advantage of this in calculating the derivatives of multigroup-averaged data with respect to 

nuclear-model parameters. If we introduce g as a generic group-averaged quantity (such as a single 

Legendre moment of one element of a scattering matrix), which corresponds to a differential quantity 

y, then 
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g « / dE dF dQ Y(E *̂JB) w(EJE\W . (5) 

where w is some weighting function. As discussed below, one frequently is interested in the 

uncertainty in such muldgroup quantities, and to obtain this uncertainty, one will first need to 

calculate the derivative of g with respect to die parameter etj. 

g*j*dgft(lna£) * ajdg^a; « Oj/dEdE'dQ &y(E,F,e)/3aj ciKEJE',6) , 

or 

g*i«/ dE dE' dQ rjOE^W «(E^ , ,e). (6) 

Comparing Eqs. (5) and (6), we obtain the useful result that die sensidvity of a muldgroup value to a 

given nuclear-model parameter is equal to the multigroup average of die (energy- and 

angle-dependent) parameter sensidvity. Thus an ENDF/B processing program mat calculates 

muldgroup cross sections, Eq. (5), can be used, widi few modifications, to calculate die parameter 

sensitivity of die muldgroup constants, Eq. (6). As mentioned in me General Description above, this 

is die motivation for storing the sensitivities Y*j in a fonnat tiia; is as close as possible to die format of 

die data y. 

2. Formats 

f^e 30 is divided into sectioni identified by die value of MT. Each section of File 30 begins 

widi a HEAD record and ends widi a SEND record. 

2.1. Directory and Correspondence Table (MT=1) 

The first section, MT«1, of File 30 consists of a "directory" that displays die contents and 

ordering of information in other sections of the file, plus an optional, cross-material 

"correspondence table," described below. A section widi MT-1 has die following structure: 
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[MAT, 30.1/ ZA, AWR; 0, 0, 0, NP] HEAD 

[MAT, 30,1/ 0.0, 0.0; 0, 0, NDIR, NCTAB] CONT 

[MAT, 30.1/ 0.0, 0.0; MP,, MFSEN|, MTSENj, NCj] CONT 

[MAT, 30,1/ 0.0. 0.0; MP2, MFSEN2. MTSEN2, NCJ CONT 

[MAT, 30,1/ 0.0, 0.0; M P ^ R . MFSEN^JR, MTSENf^j^, NC^n*] CONT 

[MAT, 30,1/ 0.0, 0.0; MPj. LIBF,, MATF,, MPFXJ CONT 

[MAT, 30,1/ 0.0, 0.0; MP2, UBF2, MATF2, MPFj] CONT 

[MAT, 30,1/ 0.0, 0.0; M P ^ ^ , UBFNCTAB, MATFNCTAB, MPFNCTAB] CONT 

[MAT, 30,0/ 0.0, 0.0; 0. 0, 0, 0] SEND 

Here MP is the parameter index, the total number of distinct parameters being NP. NDIR is 

the number of CONT records in die MF»30 directory, including the internal data-block "marker" 

records described below, but excluding both die correspondence able and the SEND record. 

NCTAB is the number of CONT records in the correspondence table, also excluding the SEND 

record. 

The directory serves as a guide for the processing codes and provides, in addition, a detailed, 

eye-readable list of the files and sections elsewhere in tne current evaluation that are significantly 

sensitive to the parameters under consideration. As shown above, this information is presented in a 

format that is similar to the main index for this material in (MF.MT) » (1,451). The pair 

(MFSEN,MTSEN), if non-zero, poinu to a section of dau in the main body of the evaluation (the 
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referenced data) that are sensitive to the indicated parameter, MFSEN and MTSEN also determine 

the formats to be used to represent die energy- and angle-dependence of die sensitivities. Thus, for 

example, if the referenced section describes a normalized angular distribution, MFSEN=4, then any 

of the formats described in Chapter 4 of this manual may be employed to describe the sensitivity of 

the distribution in (MFSEN,MTSEN) to parameter MP. The parameter NC indicates the number of 

card images of sensitivity information used in this description. As discussed in Section V 2.3. 

below, these NC records constitute a single subsection of a later section of Hie 30. 

In general, a given parameter will affect die dau in several different sections, so the same 

value of MP will appear in several consecutive entries in the dictionary. MP is higher in the ENDF 

hierarchy than MFSEN, which is in turn higher that MTSEN. Within the File-30 framework, then, 

MP can be considered an index to a "submaterial." 

Unlike the main directory in (MF.MT) » (1,451) the File-30 directory contains internal 

file-end and submaterial-end markers. That is, within die range of records describing a given 

parameter MP, and following the final reference to a given value of MFSEN, an explicit directory 

entry with MFSEN=0 is given, 

'MAT. 30,1/ 0.0, 0.0; MP, 0, 0, 0] CONT 

in order to indicate the end of information concerning MFSEN-type sensitivities for parameter MP. 

Similarly, following the final reference to a given value of MP in the directory, a directory entry with 

MP«0 is given, 

[MAT, 30 ,1 / 0.0, 0.0; 0, 0, 0, 0) CONT 

to indicate die end of information concerning the current parameter. 

It may occur that the evaluated data for two different materials are sensitive to the same 

parameter, or to a common set of parameters. Here "sensitive to the same parameter" means that the 

same numerical value of some particular quantity was employed in generating bom evaluations. If, 

in addition, the numerical value thus employed has a substantial uncertainty, then this would imply 

substantial cross-material and/or cross-library dau covariances. These covariances may be 
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important in some applications, for example in uncertainty analyses involving physical mixtures of 

the materials in question. In order to represent these cross-library or cross-material covariances, die 

evaluator may include a correspondence table in the first section of MF«30 to identify the common 

set. The covariances of these parameters must be given in both evaluations, and the covariances 

must be identical However, since the parameter-numbering scheme need not be die same in 

different evaluations, the correspondence table is a-so used to specify die relationship of die numbers 

assigned to these parameters in the two evaluations. 

The index parameter NCTAB indicates the number of CONT records appearing in the 

correspondence table of the current evaluation. NCTAB may be zero, in which case the table is 

omitted. If present, die table includes, in die format shown above, die sublibrary number LIBF, die 

material number MATF and die parameter number MPF of a parameter in some external, or 

"foreign" evaluation diat is identical to par meter MP of die current evaluation. A value of UBF=0 

is entered if die foreign sublibrary is die same as diat of die current evaluation. The correspondence 

table should be ordered first on MP and men on LIBF, MATF and MPF, respectively. No internal 

"marker" records are included in die correspondence table. 

IX Covariance Matrix (MT=2) 

The second section of File 30, MT«2, contains the NP (NP+1 )/2 unique, relative covariances 

kCOV(I J) of die I-th parameter widi die J-di parameter in die form of NP separate LIST records. 

This structure permits die inclusion of a large number of parameters widiout requiring excessive 

computer storage during routine data handling. There is one such LIST record for each MP-value. 

The structure of MT«2 is as follows: 

[MAT, 30,2/ ZA, AWR; 0, 0, 0, NPJ HEAD 

[MAT, 30,2/ PARM,, 0.0; 0, 0, NCSj, 1/ { RCOV(l, K), K-l , NCS, ) ] LIST 

[MAT, 30,2/ PARM2, 0.0; 0, 0, NCS2,2/ { RCOV(2,1+K), K-l , NCS2) 1 LIST 
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[MAT. 30.2/ PARM3. 0.0; 0. 0, NCS3.3/ { RCOV(3.2+K). K«l, NCS3 ) ] LIST 

[MAT, 30.2/ PARMnp, 0.0; 0, 0 .1 , NP/ { RCOV(NP, NP) i ] LIST 

[MAT, 30,0/ 0.0. 0.0; 0. 0, 0, 0] SEND 

Since die filling of die MP-th row of covariance matrix begins with the diagonal element, 

RCOV(MP,MP), die number of matrix elements NCS^g, explkidy given in die list must be less than 

or equal to (NP-MP+1). If die number given is smaller dian diis, die remaining covariances in that 

row are taken to be zero. Evaluators can take maximum advantage of this zero-suppression feature 

by assigning consecutive MP-values to members of groups of strongly correlated parameters. The 

numerical value PARMj^p of die MP-th parameter (or optionally just a zero) is entered in die first 

floating-point field of die LIST. 

Sections MT-3-10 are reserved for future use. 

2J . Sensitivities (MT=ll-999) 

Sections MT«11 and above contain die sensitivities. A single section in this range of 

MT-values is die collection of all sensitivities (or subsections) relevant to a given parameter MP. 

The section number is determined by die parameter index, using die relation MT-MP+10. While 

evaluators should employ die minimum number of parameters necessary, no panicular limit is placed 

on MP, other dian die obvious one diat MT may not exceed 999. The structure of a section with 

MT«11 and above is as follows: 
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[MAT. 30. MT=MP+l<y ZA. AWR; 0. 0. 0. NL] HEAD 

<subsection forNSUB*l> 

<subsection for NSUB=2> 

subsection for NSUB=NL> 

[MAT, 30,0/ 0.0. 0.0; 0, 0, 0, OJSEND 

NL in die HEAD record is the number of subsections in die current section. The format :>f a 

subsection of a section widi MT«11 and above follows, widi a very few exceptions, die format of 

die referenced section in die main body of die evaluation. Certain minor "bookkeeping" changes are 

unavoidable; for example, die MF and MT positions of a data record will contain 30 and (MP+10), 

respectively, not MFSEN and MTSEN. Of necessity, die subsections of a section of File 30 are 

simply abutted to one anodier widiout intervening SEND or FEND records. In a sense, die roles of 

die usual SEND and FEND records in defining data-type boundaries are taken over here by the 

contents of die File-3C directory. (See Section 2.1.) For example, by reading a copy of die 

directory in parallel widi die reading of die subsections of a single "source section" widi MT»11 and 

above, a processing code could create a new ENDF-fonnatted evaluation on a tiurd file from the 

information encountered, widi MFSEN and MTSEN written into die usual MF and MT positions, 

and widi die required SEND, FEND, and MEND records inserted. Each subsection of die source 

section must be constructed so diat die sensitivity information in section (MFSENJMTSEN) of a 

new evaluation created in this way will comply, in all mechanical details, widi die correct, current 

ENDF formats, as described in die chapter of this manual devoted to data of die type 

(MFSEN.MTSEN). Of course, requirements of completeness (for example, die requirement that 

MT«2 must appear in File 4 if MT-2 appears in File 3) do not apply in this context, since the 

absence of such information simply indicates small sensitivities. 
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Because of the application of the chain rule, as described in Section 1. above, each 

subsection of a section with MT»11 and above leads in principle to a complete multigroup, 

multi-Legendrc-table, "transfer" matrix (in which the sensitivities corresponding to die referenced 

section are combined with regular data from the other sections of the evaluation). These NL 

matrices, when summed, give die net sensitivity of all multigroup data to parameter MP. 

3. Additional Procedures 

fltefoing of parameters 
Since the actual parameter definitions will vary from one evaluation to the next, it is clear that 

choices concerning (a) the numerical ordering of the parameters within File 30, and (b) what 

parameters to omit altogether, are also left to die evaluates. 

Parameter Values 

Because many models are nonlinear, die actual numerical values of die parameters PARMn 

may be included in die file, in order to record die point in parameter space where die sensitivities 

were calculated. See die discussion of diis item in Section 2.2. The value of PARMn has no 

effect on propagated data uncertainties, so the units of PARMn are given only in die printed 

documentation. At die evaluator's option, a zero may be entered in place of die actual parameter 

value. 

Eigenvalue Rcpmcntaiiaa 

By use of eigenvalue mediods (for erample die SSIEV routine described in B. T. Smidi et al.. 

Matrix Eigenvalue Routines - EISPACK Guide, 1976), it is straightforward to find a linear 

transformation tiiat diagonalizes a given covariance matrix. This is a useful method of locating 

blunders (indicated by die existence of negative eigenvalues) and redundancies (indicated by zero 

eigenvalues) and is recommended as a general procedure prior to submission of any covariance 

evaluation. Moreover, once having performed such a diagonalization on a parameter covariance 

matrix, one could report in MT»2 of File 30 only die eigenvalues of die matrix and, in MT«11 and 
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above, sensitivities of die data to variations in die effectively-independent linear combinations of the 

parameters (as summarized in the eigenvectors). If it proves feasible in individual evaluation 

situations, and if it leads to a substantial reduction in the overall size of die file, evaluators are 

encouraged to employ this technique. 

Thinning of Sensitivity Information 

Hie collection of sensitivities in one subsection should form an adequate representation of the 

energy-and angle-dependence of die relevant derivative function, making effective use of the 

standard interpolation laws. "Thinning" die sensitivity information (that is, removing intermediate 

grid points) is encouraged, in order to reduce the size of die file, but, as a general guide, such 

thinning should not induce changes greater than about 10% in the reconstructed covariances. 

Cross-file Correlations 

The information in File 30 is considered to describe sources of uncertainty that are 

independent of those described in Files 31-40. Thus, for a given set of multigroup cross sections, 

die multigroup covariance matrix obtained from File 30 should be added, in a matrix addition sense, 

to such a matrix derived from die other files. This is die only level on which File 30 

"communicates" widi die other files. 

A complication that can occur with respect to cross-file correlations is dial diere may exist 

strong correlations (due to normalization procedures, for example) between certain low-energy cross 

sections tint are evaluated directly from measurements and die parameters employed to calculate the 

evaluated data at higher energies. If die evaluator wishes to describe these correlations, die 

covariances for die low-energy normalization reaction (and time for odier reactions strongly 

correlated to it) can be "moved" from File 33 to File 30. A possible medtod for accomplishing this 

is to consider die moved data to have been evaluated by multiplying a well-known reference cross 

section by an uncertain, energy-dependent, correction factor. The correction factor can be assumed 

to have been evaluated on some fixed, coarse energy grid, with linear interpolation applied between 

grid points. In this case die "parameters" would be die values of die correction factors at the 
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coarse-grid points EG;. The sensitivities [see Eq. (1)] of the "experimentally evaluated" cross 

sections a to these new parameters would be a series of triangular "hat" functions, with peak values 

o(EGi). 

4. Multigroup Applications of Parameter Covariances 

Given die relative covariances, Rcov(ctj, as) • cov(aif a:) / aj o;, from (MF30, MT2), and the 

multigrouped sensitivities g*^ from Eq. (6), it is straightforward to obtain the covariance between 

one multigroup datum gjQ and another g,,. It is necessary to add me additional index to keep track of 

the multiplicity of data types, as well as the possible multiplicity of materials. (See discussion of the 

latter point at the end of Section 2.1.) Making the usual approximation that gro is not an 

extremely nonlinear function of die parameters, we expand in a Taylor series and retain only die first 

term, 

* »J 

• 2J q eti agnj/3aj d g ^ j cov^, a:) / aj ai 
i . j 

• 2 gTmi g*„j RcovCffi.Oj) . (7) 

Eq. (7) gives die desired multigroup covariance matrix in terms of the multigrouped (logarithmic) 

sensitivities from Eq. (6) and data read direcdy from me second section of Hie 30. 

In addition to providing a direct route to die calculation of the uncertainty of multigroup cross 

sections due to parameter uncertainties, data provided in File-30 format have the potential for 

additional kinds of application, which do not involve straightforward application of Eq. (7). Since 

these issues relate to computing requirements, it is necessary to deal with specific examples. In 

situations presently foî een, the number of nuclear parameters might be in die range of 10 to 100, so 
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we take SO as typical. On the other hand, it is easy to imagine neutronics applications where the 

number of individual multigroup constants exceeds 10 000. For example, if mere are 3 

high-dueshold neutron-emitting reactions for a given material, the number of individual cross section 

items might be 3 reactions x 10 "source" groups x 80 "sink" groups x 4 Legendre tables = 9 600. In 

such cases, the data covariance tutrix cov(gm, g„) becomes prohibitively large (108 items), while 

the sensitivity matrix g*^ (containing 500 000 items) and parameter covariance matrix Rcovfaj, op 

(with 2 500 items) remain fairly manageable. Since, according to Eq. (7), all covariance information 

content is already contained in the latter two items, it seems likely that multigroup libraries for 

high-energy neutronics applications will store these items separately, rather than in the expanded 

product form. 

Further efficiencies are possible if the ultimate aim is to calculate the uncertainties in a set of 

predicted integral quantities (dose, radiation damage, fuel-breeding ratio, etc.), which can be denoted 

by a column vector y. A typical number of such quantities might also be around 50. The covariance 

matrix D(y) f'. the integral quantities is related (again in the first-order approximation) to the cross 

section covariance matrix D(g), with elements given by Eq. (7), by die familiar propagation of errors 

relation, 

D(y) - S D(g) ST . (8) 

where S i s die 50 x 10 000 sensitivity matrix relating the integral quantities y to die multigroup cross 

sections g. S can be obtained from standard neutronics analyses. If we introduce a 10 000 x 50 

matrix R, having elements g*^, Eq. (7) can be re-written in matrix form, 

D(g) - R D(o) RT . 
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Eq. (8) can then becomes 

D(y) = S [R D(o) R T ] ST « T D(o) TT . (9) 

The product matrix T « S R , which contains the direct sensitivity of the integral data to the 

nuclear-model parameters, is very compact, having about the same size as the covariance matrix 

D(ff). Note that in evaluating the matrix products in Eq. (9) one actually never has to calculate the full 

10 000 x 10 000 cross-section covariance matrix. 

In cases where the evaluator chooses to use File 33 for certain data and File 30 for others, there 

is no logical problem with adding together integral covariances D33OO based on conventional 

sensitivity and uncertainty analysis (Lc, based on Files 3 and 33 only) with analogous data D30(y) 

obtained from File 30, using Eq. (9), because the dau» covariances due to the parameter covariances 

are, by definition, independent of those described in the other covaiiance files. 
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